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Introduction
obust propulsion systems for advanced high speed air breathing and rocket vehicles are critical to the future of Air Force missions, including those for global/responsive strike and assured access to space. A novel combined cycle propulsive concept, the Pulse Detonation Rocket-Induced MHD Ejector (PDRIME) proposed by Cambier 1 , is one of a number of alternative magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) augmentation ideas that shows promise for application to a wide range of advanced propulsion systems. Taking advantage of the unsteady engine cycle associated with the pulse detonation rocket engine (PDRE), PDRIME involves periodic temporal energy bypass to a seeded airstream, with MHD acceleration of the airstream for thrust enhancement and control. The range of alternative MHD-augmented propulsion configurations that could be employed suggests that the PDRIME type of concept could be applied to hypersonic air-breathing systems, space power production for directed energy weapons (DEW) and remote sensing systems, electromagnetic countermeasures, and other potential Air Force systems for the mid-to-far term.
Background: Conventional Rocket Systems and PDREs
Chemical rocket engines store both fuel and oxidizer, unlike air-breathing engines which utilize the oxygen in air in the combustion process. Liquid rockets typically employ a constant pressure reaction, where reactants are continually fed at high pressure into the combustion chamber. Rocket engines typically use a converging-diverging (Laval) nozzle to expand the flow and convert the high pressure and temperature of the propellants into thrust. Properties of a nozzle flow depend strongly on the pressure upstream (inside the combustion chamber, P c ), and at ambient (p a ), downstream of the nozzle exit, as well as the exit-to throat area ratio for the nozzle, A e /A * . The thrust generated by a rocket is typically expressed as: where m  is the mass flux of gas exiting the nozzle, V e is the exhaust velocity, and p e is the pressure at the exhaust of the nozzle.
The maximum thrust 2 occurs when the propellants are expanded to the point where the pressure at the exit of the nozzle is equal to the ambient pressure. Further expansion of the gas in the nozzle will reduce the thrust, as the ambient pressure will then exceed the exhaust pressure, creating pressure drag. This added drag can outweigh momentum gains arising from the further acceleration of the flow from the nozzle, i.e., the increase in exhaust velocity. Under-expansion in the nozzle will result in lower than optimal thrust as the maximum momentum gains are not realized. Another performance parameter, impulse I , is the thrust integrated over time t:
Another common performance parameter, specific impulse I sp ,is the impulse divided by the weight of the reactants or propellants.
One alternative configuration to the traditional rocket engine which has the potential for operating as a constant volume cycle, and hence could be theoretically more efficient, is the pulse detonation engine or PDE (a subset of which is the pulse detonation rocket engine or PDRE). The pulse detonation engine operates in a cycle. Reactants are added to the combustion chamber at low pressure, and are mixed. The mixture is ignited and a detonation wave propagates across the chamber. This detonation raises the propellants to high pressure and temperature, and can be modeled as a constant volume reaction, which is more efficient than a constant pressure reaction. After the detonation wave (or shock wave, after reactants have been consumed) exits the nozzle, an expansion wave is reflected back into the nozzle and eventually propagates into the chamber. The expansion wave thus lowers the overall pressure throughout the chamber, and upon reflection at the thrust wall, the lowered pressure allows reactants to be drawn into the chamber. The reflection of the expansion wave at the nozzle exit results in a reflected compression wave, which is strengthened and becomes a shock. When the shock reflects at the thrust wall, the reactants in the chamber can be ignited, and the ignition of the detonation wave starts the process once again. A number of recent studies have explored the nature and performance characteristics of PDEs of various geometries 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 . The PDE was even recently tested for the first time in flight on a Scaled Composites Long EZ aircraft 9 , with four PDE tubes operating at a cycle frequency of 20 Hz. In the past, our group at UCLA 10, 11 has explored the influence of PDE geometry, reaction kinetics, and flow processes using high order numerical methods. A fifth-order WENO (weighted essentially non-oscillatory 12, 13 ) scheme was used for spatial integration of the reactive Euler equations, with a 3 rd -order Runge-Kutta time integration in the case of simplified reaction kinetics; a stiff ODE solver was used for temporal integration in complex kinetics simulations. While the simulations using complex kinetics provide useful quantitative data, the simulations with reduced kinetics (a single step reaction) in fact can provide very similar quantitative performance results.
In general, two different methods could be used to generate thrust from PDREs. The first involves a straight or slightly contoured nozzle. The main goal of this configuration is to exploit the thrust generation from the ignition of the detonation wave near the thrust wall and the propagation of the detonation wave through the device, as described above. The second approach is more similar to a constant-pressure rocket. Here the nozzle throat is small enough to prevent the main detonation wave to escape the chamber. This creates multiple reflected compressive waves in the chamber; which homogenize the chamber pressurization, resulting in an approximately constant volume reaction. During the blow-down period the reactants are driven out from the chamber and through the nozzle. Similar to the constant-pressure rocket, the exhaust gases are expanded, increasing the velocity and reducing the pressure. The difference between this type of PDRE and a constant-pressure rocket is that in the PDRE, the chamber pressure is decreasing throughout the blow-down period as mass is ejected from the chamber with no immediate replacement. New reactants are added to the combustion chamber once the pressure has been reduced to a specified value and then the cycle is repeated.
Due to the unsteady nature of the chamber pressure, however, a PDRE nozzle can only be perfectly expanded briefly within a blow-down period. This implies suboptimal use of energy to attain this condition for most of the cycle. At low altitudes, nozzles with large area ratios are subject to large drag forces (P a > P e ), while nozzles with relatively smaller exit areas will be under-expanded for the majority of blow-down.
The PDRIME Concept
Ejectors are often used to transfer energy from one stream to another stream, providing an additional source of thrust, especially for an air-breathing engine. Ejectors have been shown to produce overall thrust gains when energy is being taken from a high velocity flow and transferred to a low energy stream, in the ejector, with a high mass flow rate. In the present application for the PDRE, energy can be extracted from the nozzle when the marginal decreases in thrust are small and added to a bypass air flow, to assist in augmentation of the thrust. Ejectors typically transfer energy between streams through shear stress between separate flow streams. A portion of the main flow is diverted into a channel to mix with the lower velocity flow. The drawback of this method is that the ability to transfer energy is limited by the contact area between the two streams. At large velocities shear layer thicknesses are small, leading to the necessity for large channels for mixing, which add weight.
In contrast, if magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) forces are applied as body forces to the ejector flow, affecting the entire field immediately, there can be substantial benefits. This could reduce the length of the bypass tube and time necessary for complete energy transfer as well as providing the flexibility of energy extraction and application, since the applied fields can be varied.
Our possible configuration attaches a converging-diverging nozzle to the combustion chamber of a PDRE with a bypass tube. A generic configuration for this concept, called the Pulse Detonation Rocket Induced MHD Ejector, is shown in Figure 1 . Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) describes the interaction between a magnetic field and an electrically conducting fluid flow.
For the present applications, magnetic and electric fields are applied both normal to each other, in the z and y direction respectively, and normal to the fluid velocities (in the nozzle and bypass-tube, the x-direction).
Figure 1:
The generic PDRIME configuration, indicating the PDRE combustion chamber and regions in which MHD generation/extraction and flow acceleration in a bypass section take place.
In the expanding (divergent) section of the nozzle, magnetic and electric fields are applied to extract energy from this portion of the flow. A bypass-tube sits adjacent to the engine. Ambient air enters this tube and is accelerated by an MHD accelerator powered by the energy extracted from the nozzle. A gain in thrust is realized by extracting energy from the nozzle, which would otherwise be used inefficiently, and by applying the energy to the air in the bypass-tube. A planar design is used to achieve a spatially uniform magnetic field, only in the z-direction, by placement of magnets above and below each region.
More details on the evolution of the flow cycle for the PDRIME are shown in Figures 2a and 2b . Because a PDRE can be designed to have a converging-diverging nozzle such that the initial peak pressure in the combustion chamber results in a pressure at the nozzle exit plane that is well above ambient, a shock structure (locally oblique) is exhausted at the nozzle lip, indicated in Fig. 2a . Consistent with the Rocket-Induced MHD Ejector (RIME) concept 14 , the shock produced at the PDRE's nozzle exit can potentially enter the bypass channel, traveling upstream. If the air is initially at high Mach number in the bypass channel, this traveling shock brings the air to a high temperature at which a high conductivity species such as Cesium can be added to the flow, thus increasing the conductivity of the air. Hence the shock generates a slowly-moving slug of high-temperature air that can be more easily ionized.
As the pressure at the nozzle exit drops during blow-down, the shock then slows down, and eventually the ionized air starts to move downstream. At this point, electrical power can be applied to accelerate the air slug from the bypass tube and thus generating thrust (Figure 2b) . The procedure can then be repeated at each cycle. One only needs to design the nozzle such that the flow is under-expanded during the initial part of the blow-down phase. In fact, there may be a self-adjusting process at work, depending on PDRE nozzle design and altitude as outlined by Cambier 1 . While at launch, the nozzle exit pressure is equal to ambient and there is no interaction with the bypass air, as the vehicle accelerates and gains altitude, the nozzle becomes progressively under-expanded, so that eventually a strong shock can be generated for the bypass channel to ionize the seeded air, and the ejector operates. This is one of several configurations in which the PDRIME concept could be used for thrust augmentation in advanced propulsion systems.
As noted above, the MHD "generator" is located in the diverging section of the nozzle where the velocity is largest, so that the expansion of the fluid counteracts some of the velocity reduction arising from the Lorentz ("drag") force acting in the generator. The Lorentz force acts on all conductors carrying a current in a magnetic field. This is given in general by 
where σ is the electrical conductivity (with units of Mho). For the PDRIME orientation described in Figure 1 , this reduces to a current density with a component in the y-direction only:
where E y is the electric field acting in the y-direction and B z is the magnetic field acting in the z-direction. A Magnetic Reynolds number, R m , is a dimensionless parameter which indicates the magnitude of these interactions: uL R m (6) where µ is the permeability of free space (units of N/A 2 ), u the velocity and L is a characteristic length scale. The motion of the electrically conducting fluid induces an additional magnetic field, but for low Magnetic Reynolds numbers, this is negligible and the magnetic field may be considered constant. A low Magnetic Reynolds number approximation is assumed for our MHD applications.
Note that with a constant and positive magnetic field, the direction of the Lorentz force depends on the relative magnitudes of E y and u x x B z from eqn. (5) . We designate a loading factor, K y , to compare these strengths: B u E K y (7) When K y is less than unity, the current density in the y-direction is negative, resulting in a Lorentz force opposing the fluid motion. Energy effects of MHD application are governed by the current density multiplied by the electric field. This can be decomposed into two terms:
where the terms on the right hand side represent the dissipative heating and mechanical power, respectively. When the loading factor K y is less than 1, the mechanical power is negative because energy is being extracted from the fluid. Thus in the PDRIME configuration, for MHD generation in the nozzle, the loading factor is less than 1, causing energy to be extracted from the fluid in the nozzle, with a negative Lorentz force. In the accelerator (bypass section), a positive Lorentz force and application of energy takes place. Regardless of the loading factor, the joule heating will always be a positive term, representing a loss in both cases. Ignoring dissipative effects, we see that the Lorentz force scales with velocity, while the energy associated with both generation and acceleration scales with velocity squared. For this reason, maximum thrust gain is achieved when energy is extracted from high velocity flows, as in the nozzle, and applied to low velocity flows.
The optimal loading factor K y for MHD generation is shown by Cambier 13 to be 0.5. For K y < 1, the goal is to extract maximum power (~K y ) with minimal dissipation (~K y   2 ). The energy generated in the nozzle is then applied in the bypass-tube by a MHD accelerator. Further information on the loading factor will be provided in a later section.
The goal of the present research involves use of a simplified model for the blow-down portion of the PDRE, coupled to a more detailed simulation of the relevant MHD processes in the nozzle and/or adjacent bypass sections, as a means of predicting overall PDRIME phenomena and performance parameters. The model is validated using detailed numerical simulations of PDRE processes, so that projections for optimal performance and operating conditions may be made.
Description of the PDRIME Model and Simulation Procedure Model Framework
Due to the large number of available system parameters in the PDRIME, a rapid simulation technique is required, one that is simpler than a detailed numerical simulation of flow and reactive processes in the PDRE and adjacent flow sections. Detonations constitute a major computational cost. The sharp gradients and large sound speeds present in the PDE greatly reduce the time-step and require finer spatial resolution 15, 16 . After the shock waves have subsided in the combustion chamber, the properties of the fluid within the combustion chamber are mostly uniform, resembling the products of a constant volume reaction. For these reasons a blow-down model was developed by Cambier 17 to predict chamber properties as a function of time after a constant volume reaction. This blow-down model is in a single cell which represents the entire PDE combustion chamber. The converging section of the nozzle is also represented by a single cell approximation. An adiabatic solution for the throat conditions for every time-step is determined based on the combustion chamber properties and the assumption that the throat is choked. The divergent section, throat to exit, is fully discretized, as is the entire bypass-tube. In order to validate certain aspects of the engine cycle and flow processes, comparisons with full 2D transient numerical simulations are also made.
Description of Blow-down Model
The PDE cycle begins when the combustion chamber is full of reactants. An external spark then sends a detonation wave through the combustion chamber, raising the pressure of the propellants. The pressure difference between the combustion chamber and the ambient air drives the propellants out of the combustion chamber, representing the blow-down process. The presence of a nozzle changes the blow-down profile. Intuitively, a smaller throat, which restricts the mass flow of propellants out of the chamber, will lead to a slower decay, increasing the blow-down period. With small enough throat areas, the constant pressure period following the PDE's detonation becomes negligible, and only blow-down needs to be considered for thrust calculations. Here the reaction is approximated as a constant volume reaction.
To predict this pressure decay inside the combustion chamber a simple model developed by Cambier is used. This model starts with the combustion chamber filled with post-constant volume reaction products at high pressure and temperature. The mass and energy flow rate of the products through the throat are then calculated based on current conditions: Cp is the heat capacity at constant pressure. The volume is constant, thus equation (9) reduces to a partial differential equation defining the behavior of density in the combustion chamber. Blow-down is an adiabatic process, and for high temperature water vapor (products), γ ~ 1.2. The system (9-10) yields a differential equation for the stagnation temperature which can be analytically solved for constant γ. Instead, we solve the system numerically and update , using the true caloric EOS ate each time step. In this approach the entire combustion chamber is represented with a single cell, greatly reducing computational time.
Discretization of Nozzle and Bypass Sections
The diverging section of the nozzle and the bypass-tube are divided into cells. The quasi-1D equations which govern this flow in conservative form are similar to those in He and Karagozian 8 but without the species terms and with the inclusion of momentum and energy source terms corresponding to MHD effects:
where A(x) is the cross-sectional area as a function of position, and E  is energy . To further streamline this rapid simulation, the flow inside the diverging section of the nozzle is modeled using a quasi-steady solution to these equations. This is valid when the characteristic time scale of the flow in the nozzle with the small throat is much shorter than the blow-down time scale of the chamber. First the governing equations are rewritten in primitive form: (15) z y B j dx du u dx dp (16) These equations are then normalized and solved with a forward marching scheme, starting with the throat conditions and marching to the exit. The flow is supersonic everywhere in the diverging section of the nozzle, which allows for the quasi-steady forward-marching scheme to be employed. Since this model is quasi-steady, there is no numerical time integration, though the time-step between applications of the model is still limited by the speed of sound in the combustion chamber.
When the pressure at the exit reaches a low enough level, a shock will propagate into the nozzle. The forward-marching scheme has no way to detect this condition, hence a separate check of the conditions at the exit is performed. When a shock enters the nozzle, it reduces the local exit velocity and raises the pressure at the exit to become equal to the ambient fluid exterior to the nozzle; the former phenomenon reduces thrust and the latter phenomenon reduces the drag. Simulating for additional time beyond this condition will not change the total impulse calculated for the cycle and hence is not necessary.
Transient flow in the bypass-tube involves a shock created by the nozzle exhaust, traveling into the bypass exit and propagating to the left into a high speed right-moving flow. Quasi-steady forward-marching methods are thus not adequate for these regimes, especially since this method has a singularity when the flow Mach number is equal to one. For these reasons, a fully transient numerical scheme must be used to simulate flow in the bypasstube.
In simulating flow in the bypass-tube, the Weighted Essentially Non-Oscillatory (WENO) method 13 is used to approximate spatial derivatives, with a stencil including upstream and downstream cells. This is an adaptation of the Essentially Non-Oscillatory (ENO) method 12, 18 which uses the conservation laws for high order accuracy with shock capturing capabilities. Artificial viscosity is added via the Local Lax Friedrich (LLF) scheme to avoid entropy violation and reduce dispersion. Temporal integration is performed by a 3 rd order Runge-Kutta method, which uses an internally iterative process to achieve fairly large time-steps without loss of high order accuracy. The time-step is regulated by the Courant-Friedrichs-Levy (CFL) condition, which ensures stability by limiting the timestep to a ratio of the cell lengths and sound speeds.
Integration of Model Components
The computation of flow in the combustion chamber and nozzle constituting the PDE is decoupled from that in the bypass-tube. The PDE system simulation does not require input from the bypass-tube simulation and will be discussed first. No components of the engine system have dependence on past time-steps using Cambier's blowdown model. This cycle starts with the initiation of blow-down and ends when combustion chamber pressure reaches a prescribed value. At a given time the combustion chamber properties are calculated by the blow-down model, which is only a function of time and system parameters. The conditions in the throat are then determined based on chamber properties. The flow in the diverging section of the nozzle is then found by marching forward from the throat, where the properties are known, to the exit. The maximum allowable time-step is then calculated; time is increased, and the blow-down model again calculates combustion chamber properties. The cycle continues until the chamber pressure is reduced far enough or until shock conditions are detected.
Each cycle may be simulated for specific ambient conditions dictated by altitude. For the engine system, altitude affects pressure downstream of the nozzle, and changes the thrust calculated by equation (1), via changes in P a . The PDE code thus stores exit pressure and Mach number as a function of time, as well as total impulse and energy extracted for every altitude and engine system configuration. The bypass-tube is then employed and coupled with a specific engine system simulation. The bypass model is run using the specified altitude to determine inlet conditions. The exit pressure from the PDE system is used as a time dependent boundary condition for the downstream end of the bypass-tube. The energy applied in the bypass-tube to accelerate the air is limited to the energy extracted from the engine system. At the end, the net impulse arising from flow in both systems over one cycle is found. The speed at which the vehicle travels is the only independent variable in the bypass-tube and dictates the inlet velocity or Mach number.
Two-Dimensional Transient Simulations
As a means of validating many of the assumptions that enter in to the quasi-1D simulations of the PDRIME configuration, corresponding simulations of two-dimensional flow in the nozzle, bypass tube, and exterior region have been conducted by Zeineh 19 . These simulations employ a simplified representation of the blow-down process as done in the present modeling, but then employ a 5 th order WENO simulation, as done in He and Karagozian 10, 11 , to resolve the flow beyond the nozzle throat and exterior to the PDRIME. This allows assumptions pertaining to the transmission of the shock from the nozzle to the bypass tube, for example, to be validated.
Model Validation
This section shows the steps taken to ensure that, despite the many simplifications utilized in these simulations, the results reasonably accurately reflect the performance of a PDRIME system. Thrust estimation from flow properties may be derived from the momentum fluxes in the problem. For PDREs, the contributions of the transient term in the momentum conservation equation are observed to be negligible, a result of the blow-down approximation with a small throat area.
As noted previously, to reduce computational costs the present model represents the PDE cycle by a constant volume reaction followed by a blow-down period. The validity of this model depends on the throat cross-sectional area. A large throat area will allow propellants to leave the combustion chamber as the detonation wave propagates through it, hence this will not produce a constant volume reaction. A smaller throat area (compared with the crosssectional area of the chamber) can limit the amount of mass which escapes until the reflected waves have brought the products in the combustion chamber to conditions resembling the result of a constant volume reaction. Cambier 17 demonstrated that the aforementioned simple blow-down model (with a constant volume reaction) can produce nearly the same computed impulse for the actual pulse detonation reaction with a nozzle, with chamber-tothroat area ratio of 16. The comparison is accomplished by closing the throat in the PDE computation until the reaction has gone to completion and then allowing the reactants to escape. The full quasi-1D PDE cycle starts with reactants being ignited by a detonation wave, whose evolution is simulated numerically using a 4 th order piecewise parabolic method (PPM) . These two different methods show good agreement and have consistent trends, hence the present exploration incorporates the Cambier blow-down model in its PDRIME simulations.
Comparison of the simple blow-down model and a quasi 1D, transient numerical simulation of blow-down may also be conducted. Figure 3 plots pressure as a function of time at the closed wall (left end) of the combustion chamber and also in the middle of the combustion chamber, using the quasi-1D numerical simulation described previously, with WENO for spatial discretization and Runge-Kutta time integration. Pressure at the single "chamber" cell represented in the simple blow-down model is also plotted for comparison. Again, the blow-down model shows good agreement with the detailed quasi-1D numerical simulation. In addition, the similar values of pressure at different locations (thrust wall and center of chamber) show uniformity within the combustion chamber. The slight offset in time between the blow-down model and the full numerical simulation can be attributed to the time required for the constant volume reaction to complete. This model neglects this time and starts blow-down immediately. The adiabatic calculation which approximates the conditions at the nozzle throat, based on the combustion chamber properties, is also validated using a quasi-1D numerical code. Figure 4 also shows consistency between the WENO simulation and the rapid blow-down model, but again with a slight time lag. This provides us with confidence in replacing the entire numerical domain for the PDE, from combustion chamber to the nozzle throat, with the simplified blow-down model, which provides similar results at a fraction of the computational demand. We finally note that use of a quasi-1D simulation for flow processes associated with a PDE with a nozzle, as compared with results from a fully 2D transient code; yield very similar results for relatively low exit-to-throat nozzle ratios (He and Karagozian 11 ). Hence both the blow-down model and quasi-1D portions of the simulation should represent the PDRIME concept quite well.
Results and Performance Evaluation MHD Energy Generation/Extraction versus Thrust Lost
This section first focuses only on resolving phenomena for the PDE, that is, in the combustion chamber and nozzle. The results of this system are hence independent of the presence of bypass-tube. The impulse and thrust of this system are shown with and without MHD generation to compare the net result of MHD energy extraction from the nozzle on device performance. Extracted energy is quantified as well as nozzle exit pressure as a function of time, to be used as inputs to the bypass-tube computations.
As an example of conditions for PDE operation using the blow-down model, the cycle starts with water vapor products in the combustion chamber at a pressure and temperature of 100atm and 3000K, respectively. The cycle is first assumed to operate at an altitude of 10km and has an exit-to-throat ratio of 35. A magnetic field is uniformly applied (spatially) across the rear half of the diverging section. The strength of the magnetic field is varied with time to maximize energy extraction while keeping the flow at the exit supersonic, at a specified Mach number of 1.2. For this cycle the strength of the applied magnetic field, B as a function of time is shown in Figure 5 . The applied magnetic field must be reduced in time as the chamber pressure decays in order to maintain a constant exit Mach number for the present computation. The applied magnetic field shown in Figure 5 maximizes the energy extracted while avoiding decelerating the flow to subsonic speeds. Figure 6 shows the actual Mach number obtained at the nozzle exit on the basis of the applied magnetic field shown in Note that at a time of about 9ms, a shock does enter the nozzle, indicated by the drop in the exit Mach number in Fig. 6 . This shock is a result of a reduced dynamic pressure at the nozzle exit from the blow-down pressure decay and not a result of MHD application. The magnetic field is turned off when this shock occurs. This particular system operates at a relatively high ambient pressure and with a high exit-to-throat ratio. Both factors contribute to the formation of a shock. This will not occur with most other configurations.
The effect of the MHD generation/extraction on the Mach number within the nozzle flow is shown in Figure 7 . At time t = 2.3ms, the plot shows Mach number, starting at the throat of the nozzle where the flow is sonic and ends at the nozzle exit. No MHD is applied in the first half of this section to allow the flow to be accelerated, since energy extraction at high velocities is beneficial. A spatially uniform magnetic field is applied to the downstream half of the diverging section, with temporal variation as shown in Figure 5 . The energy extracted and drag created by the MHD generator lowers the Mach number. Without the MHD generator the flow would be accelerated to Mach ~ 4, but the flow is only Mach 1.2 (by design) with the generation at the nozzle exit. This greatly reduces the impulse for the PDE, as momentum flux is the main component of thrust for this type of configuration. The Lorentz force and joule heating do raise the pressure in this divergent section, and at the exit at the time shown in Fig. 7 , the exit pressure with MHD generation is 6 times higher than without the MHD. A lower exit Mach number increases the shock angle of the exhaust and increases the PDE's ability to have a shock travel into the bypass-tube. The six-fold exit pressure increase due to MHD generation is not enough to overcome the drag imparted on the system by the Lorentz force. Figure 8 plots the overall impulse versus time with and without the MHD generation, as well as energy extracted (generated). There is a 40% loss of impulse due to the MHD generation in the nozzle for these conditions, but over 3 MJ may be extracted from this process for operation of the PDRIME. The results of the PDE/blow-down model are then input into the bypass-tube model. There it can be determined whether this generated energy can be used to improve the net impulse of the system. This performance will be explored in a later section. At 6.8ms into blow-down, the chamber pressure is 1/10 th of its initial value. By this time, as seen in Fig. 9 , nearly 100% of the impulse of this cycle has been produced and 95% of the energy has been generated. This is potentially a time at which the combustion chamber will start to be refilled with reactants.
The chamber pressure after a constant volume reaction is dependent on the pre-reaction pressure and temperature, assuming a fixed mass and volume. To achieve a ten-fold pressure increase during combustion, the initial temperature of the reactants must be 300K. Higher pressure increases are created by lowering the initial temperature proportionally. The design trade-off is then average thrust versus required filling pressure. The total impulse of each cycle is relatively independent of the filling choice. However, filling at higher chamber pressures allows the filling process to start sooner, increasing the average thrust but requiring more elaborate pumping, something the basic PDE itself is supposed to avoid. At 10.8ms, the chamber pressure is reduced to 1/30 th of the initial value. A 30-fold pressure increase can be achieved with reactants filled at 100K. Depending on the application, this 4ms increase in blow-down time may be beneficial.
For every PDE configuration there are four important results to examine in the PDRIME concept. First, the impulse per cycle without MHD augmentation is recorded as a baseline. Next, both impulse per cycle with the MHD generation in the nozzle, as well as the energy generated, are also quantified. Lastly, the pressure at the exit of the nozzle is saved as a function of time.
The effect of the exit-to-throat area ratio and the altitude of operation for the PDRIME system may thus be explored for the PDE itself with a fixed combustion chamber geometry and an initial chamber pressure of 100atm. Cases with alternative initial chamber pressure conditions were run, as were cases with different chamber volumes while holding the initial chamber pressure constant. This latter instance increases the total mass of propellants used per cycle, but it makes little difference in specific impulse results. Initial combustion chamber pressure does have an impact on performance which is not fully explained by the proportional increase in propellant mass per cycle required to achieve it. This will be discussed further below. For the results in this section, the initial chamber pressure is held constant. Chamber pressure does proportionally change the nozzle exit pressure, of course. Figure 9 plots the impulse per cycle of the PDE itself (via the blow-down model) for different values of the exit-to-throat area ratio and for different altitudes, without MHD generation and without the presence of the bypass tube. It should be noted that the ambient pressure is approximately halved with an altitude increase of 5km. At roughly ground level, where the ambient pressure is highest, the impulse is lowest due to the high drag (P a >> P e in equation 1). The optimal exit-to-area ratio for this altitude is five. Similar to constant-pressure rockets, as the ambient pressure is decreased, higher exit-to-throat area ratios are preferred, as the flow can be further expanded so as to equal the ambient pressure. At altitudes in excess of 15km, no maximum is achieved within this area ratio range. Due to the quasi 1-D approximation, momentum losses due to non-streamwise velocities are not accounted for. At large area ratios this will significantly reduce impulse. In addition, heavier nozzles required to achieve larger area ratios will counteract gains. These cycles all use 0.46kg of propellants. Here an impulse I of 1,000N*s corresponds to a specific impulse Isp of 221s. MHD generation via a Lorentz force exerted on the propellant in the nozzle during energy extraction reduces the impulse of the engine system. Figure 10 plots the impulse per cycle of the PDE, as a function of exit-to-throat ratio, with MHD generation in the nozzle's divergent section but without accounting for flow in the bypass tube. As seen in the figure, the greatest impulse reductions occur with the larger area ratios, due to the higher velocities and larger areas over which MHD is applied. These factors also lead to a larger amount of energy being extracted from the flow.
. At higher altitudes (10 km and above), Figure 11 shows the impulse per cycle is constant for a given area ratio. More energy is extracted at higher area ratios and this would appear to be the favorable configuration. However, this extra energy cannot be applied because of lower PDE nozzle exit pressures. Figure 12 plots nozzle exit pressure versus time for different exit-to-throat area ratios at an altitude of 20km. The initial exit pressure for an area ratio of 2.5 is 9 times larger than for the area ratio 22.5 and 5 times greater than for the area ratio 12.5. In order to apply this extracted energy to the bypass-tube section, a shock must be produced to slow the flow in the bypass-tube. Low PDE nozzle exit pressures will not create strong enough (or any) shocks. All altitudes higher than 20km will have identical exit pressure profiles, as the ambient pressure is too low to allow formation of a shock in the nozzle, which would disrupt blow-down. The results in Fig. 13 suggest that lower nozzle area ratios could be more appropriate for PDRIME performance improvements. For a given area ratio, the exit pressure can be proportionally increased by increasing the initial chamber pressure. Holding the post-reaction temperature in the chamber constant at 3000K dictates that an increase in initial chamber pressure also increases density proportionally. For all initial chamber pressures where nozzle shocks do not occur, energy extracted behaves identically as a function of area ratio when normalized by initial mass. While PDE impulse per cycle per mass does not behave the same for different initial chamber pressures at the same altitude, the values of specific impulse per cycle, for equal initial chamber to ambient pressure ratios, are equivalent. Figure 13 plots the specific impulse, Isp, per cycle for initial chamber pressures of 100 and 200 atm at several different altitudes, thus producing different chamber-to-ambient pressure ratios. This result allows quick estimates of extracted energy, impulse per cycle and exit pressure versus time to be obtained for different initial chamber pressures, information that allows computation of PDE impulse. 
PDRIME Behavior
To study the overall PDRIME concept, PDE model results may be used as input for bypass-tube computations. The energy extracted from the PDE is used to power an MHD accelerator in the bypass-tube to create additional thrust. For this to be successful the exit pressure of the PDE has to be large enough to send a shock into the bypass-tube. This shock must raise the temperature of the air in the bypass-tube above 3000K in order to be able to seed the air with Cesium. MHD can only be applied after the seeding increases the conductivity of the air. The performance of the whole system is analyzed.
As a 0 th order approximation to this process, the pressure at the downstream end of the bypass-tube is set equal to the recorded PDE exit pressure. In reality the exhaust expands as it exits the PDE nozzle, reducing pressure, thus this 0 th order approximation is clearly an over-estimation. The actual phenomena associated with shock transfer from the nozzle to the bypass section are explored separately using 2D transient WENO simulations, discussed later. For now, the best case scenario is assumed. This allows for the validity of this method of augmentation to be shown and important trends to be identified. Figure 14 plots the net impulse per cycle of the PDRIME system with an exit-to-throat area ratio of 2.5. Each set of similar marks represent a single PDRIME operating at a fixed altitude at different flight Mach numbers. A net impulse of 2,200N*s is achieved at two different altitudes. One set of operating conditions where this is achieved is at an altitude of 25km where the vehicle is traveling at Mach 3 (the inlet Mach number for the bypass tube). This corresponds to a specific impulse of 489s, more than a 60% increase in impulse over any non-augmented PDE configuration with the same geometry, and shows potential for the PDRIME concept.
There are several factors which contribute to the range of inlet Mach numbers and altitudes for which the PDRIME will be effective. Low flight Mach numbers lead to lower temperatures behind the bypass-tube shock, making thermal ionization impossible. Yet large flight Mach numbers cause the total pressure to become too large, and no shock can enter the bypass-tube. Lower altitudes have the negative effects of not allowing shocks to enter the bypass-tube and reducing the temperature behind the shock, due to the lower pressure ratio across the shock. At altitudes below 15km the PDRIME system does not appear to be viable.
If the exit pressure of the PDE nozzle is too low, no combination of altitude and Mach number can be successful. Even if a shock can be formed in the bypass section, it will not generate the require temperature gain. Figure 15 , for example, plots the net impulse per cycle of the PDRIME system for only the PDE portion with an exit-to-throat area ratio of 7.5, producing a high Mach number and relatively low pressure at the nozzle exhaust; the resulting impulse is over a factor of two below that for the nozzle with area ratio 2.5, shown in Fig. 14. . This illustrates the tremendous vulnerability of this system and its need for high nozzle exit pressure. Even when assuming no pressure loss or expansion as the shock travels from the nozzle exit to the downstream end of the bypass section, the net impulse is relatively low; the system is in fact ineffective for exit-to-throat areas exceeding 5.
Weak exit pressures reduce total net impulse in three main ways. First, the lower pressures fail to keep the shock in the bypass-tube at higher Mach numbers. Second, the lowered pressure ratio results in less of a temperature jump across the shock entering the bypass section, making seeding difficult. Third, the velocity of the air behind the bypass-tube shock is higher for lower pressures across the entering shock. These higher velocities in the tube require more energy to be applied to produce the same addition impulse. The effect of the cross-sectional area of the bypass-tube is now considered. First this will be examined while maintaining the pressure match between the exit of the PDE nozzle and the exit of the bypass-tube. Figure 16 plots the net impulse of the PDRIME cycles at an altitude of 25km for different cross-sectional areas of the bypasstube. There is a clear trend indicating that the higher the bypass-tube area, the greater the net impulse of the cycle. Recall that the energy applied is proportional to velocity squared. When MHD acceleration is applied, a Lorentz force is exerted on the air in the nozzle as an equal and opposite force to that which acts on the bypass-tube magnets providing thrust. If the bypass-tube area is large, most of the energy can be applied before the air is accelerated to very high velocities where MHD acceleration becomes expensive. The ability of the nozzle exhaust to send a shock into the bypass-tube will surely be a function of the bypass-tube cross-sectional area. To put a theoretical limit on the bypass-tube area, the energy of the exhaust flow may be quantified. The exit pressure for the quasi-1D simulation represents the entire pressure across the nozzle exit. If this is viewed as a type of energy density, when the exhaust leaves the nozzle and expands vertically across the bypass-tube exit, the maximum pressure that can be present at the bypass-tube exit could be considered to be the "new" energy density, which accounts for this expansion via the relation: (18) where by p is the pressure applied to the exit of the bypass-tube accounting for the bypass section's cross-sectional area, A by , and the nozzle exhaust area, A e . This expression is still an over-estimation of the pressure at the bypass tube exit because it assumes uniform pressure in the transition from the center of the nozzle exit to the top of the bypass-tube. Figure 17 shows the variation in net impulse for the PDRIME as a function of flight Mach number for different bypass tube cross-sectional areas. In comparison with the more idealized performance shown by the results in Figure 16 , there is a considerable drop in impulse, in some cases by a factor of two. It is clear that the benefits of larger bypass-tube areas are canceled by the more realistically low average pressure across the tube's exit. As noted previously, a comparison of results from the present simplified blow-down model and quasi 1D nozzle and bypass tube simulations to represent the PDRIME configuration may be made with a more realistic, 2D transient simulation of nozzle, external flow, and bypass tube flow and MHD processes. The transmission of the shock from the nozzle exit to the end of the bypass tube is one obvious phenomenon to explore, given the approximations leading to the differing results in Figures 16 and 17 . Using the 2D transient simulation, it is observed that, for the PDRIME configuration with a nozzle area ratio of 2.5 operating at Mach 5 and at an altitude of 30 km, the shock exiting the nozzle does propagate into the bypass tube and travel upstream. But it is observed in this case that the temperature in the bypass section does not exceed 3000K, a requirement for ionizing seeded Cesium in the tube. Hence a slightly altered PDRIME geometry, one where the upper wall is extended by 0.5 m, is considered. This altered system allows the shock to be directed and captured more fully into the bypass tube, and correspondingly allows the temperature there to increase, exceeding 3000K. A comparison of the temperature fields at the same time for both configurations is shown in Figure 18 . Since the presence of the upper wall would not have an effect in the idealized, inviscid quasi 1D model results, the configuration with the extended upper wall will be used in the 2D simulations for further comparisons. 
Figures 19 and 20
show the predicted evolution of the pressure and temperature fields, respectively, for the PDRIME with MHD generation in the nozzle and with energy application in the bypass tube, for a geometry that includes the bypass upper wall extension. A shock structure is observed to transition from the nozzle to the bypass tube before being forced back downstream under the influence of both the Mach 5 inlet flow and the MHD accelerator. The temperature plot in Fig. 20 illustrates a small sliver of high-temperature fluid appearing briefy along the inside wall of the bypass, a result of the vertical Lorentz forces accelerating the fluid upward and producing a small low-density region. In reality, viscous forces would prevent this region from forming, while the artificial dissipation inherent to the WENO numerical scheme is likely over-estimating the associated temperature. Since this is an inviscid simulation and since artificial dissipation is necessary for properly capturing shocks, we prevent the temperature from rising to unrealistic degrees by setting the accelerator to induce force on a fluid cell only if its temperature lies below 20000K. The nozzle/bypass exit pressure evolution indicates that after the bypass has begun pushing back the shock, the bypass tube exit pressure p by is roughly half of the nozzle exit pressure, which is consistent with the approximation in eqn. (18) . Yet at the earlier stages of the cycle, this loss factor is below the value predicted by eqn. (18) .
Although there are clearly differences in the flow evolution between the quasi 1D idealized model and the 2D flow in the actual configuration, especially between the nozzle exit and the bypass tube, the ultimate difference in PDRIME total impulse is not very large. Table 1 shows differences between the simplified model results for impulse and those derived for the same geometry and conditions from the 2D simulation. For the case without MHD acceleration in the bypass tube, impulse is computed only on the basis of a control volume enclosing the PDE itself. For the case without MHD generation or acceleration, the impulse differs only slightly between the two simulations. When MHD generation in the nozzle takes place but without MHD acceleration in the bypass section ("Gen only" in Table 1 ), there appears to be about a 10% difference between the quasi 1D and 2D simulation results. Yet this may be because the effect of the Lorenz force and associated transient term in the momentum flux in the divergent section of the nozzle was neglected in the quasi 1D simulations due to the quasi-steady nature of the model in that location. When this effect is removed in the 2D simulations, the computed impulse is closer to that predicted by the quasi 1D simulation. When both MHD generation and application of energy in the bypass section take place ("Gen + 1 Byp" in Table 1 ), there are more significant differences between the two methods, yielding nearly an 18% reduction in impulse when going from the quasi 1D to the 2D simulations. Moreover, with the more "realistic" 2D flow simulation, there is actually a reduction in impulse seen between the conditions without MHD and with MHD, in contrast to the improvement in impulse observed by the quasi 1D simulation. On the other hand, when a second bypass tube is employed in the 2D simulations, below the PDE (thus creating a symmetric configuration), there is a 10% improvement in overall impulse observed, as suggested by the "Gen + 2 Byp" result in Table 1 . Splitting the energy extracted from the PDE nozzle between bypass-tubes above and below the PDE allow the energy to be applied at low velocities, effectively doubling the bypass-tube area without reducing the pressure by its exit. Additional 2D computations described by Zeineh 19 suggest that the presence of a "magnetic piston 1 " in the chamber, in addition to the PDRIME bypass configuration, can yield further increases in impulse, that is, when energy extraction from the nozzle is used to accelerate flow in the bypass section as well as to accelerate products out of the combustion chamber. Further exploration of these alternative MHD thrust augmentation concepts is ongoing. 
Discussion and Conclusions
The present simulations do suggest that the PDRIME system shows potential for an increase in both impulse and specific impulse. A possible 60% increase in these performance parameters is observed under idealized, optimal conditions (e.g., at altitudes around 25 km with a relatively large bypass tube cross-sectional area and at a flight Mach number around 5). This improved performance is achieved, however, under the assumption of matching pressure in the nozzle exit and the bypass-tube exit. Under the still idealized energy density conditions assumed via eqn (18) for the area difference between the nozzle exit and the bypass tube, the net improvement is greatly decreased, but comparisons with full 2D simulations suggest that this reduced performance may be a reasonable approximation for actual performance (within 20%).
The potential benefits of the PDRIME system are mainly seen for low exit-to-throat area ratios, 2.5, due to the reduction in exit pressure from further expansion. Yet the impulse gained by the PDRIME system is strongly dependent on the area of the bypass-tube and the exit pressure applied to its exit. With the idealization of the nozzle exit pressure boundary condition applied to the bypass-tube held constant, larger areas lead to larger impulse improvements, due to the larger amount of energy which can be applied before this acceleration brings the bypass air to high velocities. The bypass-tube area is limited by the decrease in average pressure which occurs as its crosssectional area is increased. This relationship between average pressure and area makes this concept seem unlikely to create great improvement in net impulse over standard PDEs with larger area ratios. On the other hand, this concept may be able to provide modest impulse gains at high altitudes. At low altitudes the MHD energy transfer mechanisms can be disengaged. Due the low area ratio required for the PDRIME, drag as a result of high ambient pressure could be mitigated. The PDRIME system would thus be best suited for low and high altitude flight.
The PDRIME concept may achieve more of its high potential by inventive methods for increasing the pressure at the exit of the bypass-tube. One method is a extending the top wall of the bypass-tube to trap the nozzle exit, as shown in Fig. 18 and subsequent images, or by employing a second bypass tube, or by also employing a magnetic piston, all of which are being explored by Zeineh 19 . There are thus a range of alternative configurations to explore in assessing the benefits of MHD thrust augmentation for propulsive devices.
